Panel Glide
Beautiful & stylish Australian made
Panel Glide blinds are the quality
alternative to Vertical blinds
Glide
Panel Glides in our Perth design Range come in 2-5
panels of fabric, whereas Luxaflex Panel Glides can be
manufactured in 2-8 Panels of fabric.

Vivamus.	
  

The track gets bigger with the more panels you have on your
Glide. Panel Glides can be made to bunch left or right only
in Perth Design range and are wand controlled. But Luxaflex
have the option of wand or cord control and can center
bunch or center open.
Glides can also have timber or aluminum battens if you don’t
want them to look plain
Perth design blinds Glides tracks are made by Acmeda,
which is a trusted Australian brand, and we only use the best
quality Australian parts and mechanisms for our Panel
blinds.
The base of the panels can be sewn in which is a standard
pocket base or you can pick from the massive range of roller
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Where should I use Glide?
Glide is perfect for any sliding window or sliding
door. But do be aware that you will loose a part of
your view through any window using this product, as
it has to bunch up at to the size of the panels eg.
500mm.

We grantee you will be so impressed by
the quality of our Panel Glide blinds, as
we only use Acmeda Australian tracks
and parts with only the best Australian
made fabrics.

They can be manufactured in any vertical, Roman
or Roller fabric, so they can be easily used in the
same room as these products.

Plus we have the largest fabric range in
Perth including every Designer brand to
choose from. Our fitters are the best in
the business and our team knows their
stuff.
Perth Eagle Blinds has 30 years of
experience providing only the best
premium products & we always ensure
you will receive the best quality fabrics
available.

Glides fabric blades can be made in either Block-out,
sheer or translucent fabric with a huge range of
colours and textures.

Luxaflex Panel Glide
For a touch of modern sophistication, Luxaflex
Panel Glide blinds offer a contemporary take
on traditional Window Fashions. Featuring
sleek lines and minimalist design, Panel Glide
blinds evoke understated elegance in any
home.
Perfect for a large window, door or as a room divider, and a perfect,
stylish alternative to Vertical Blinds, Luxaflex Panel Glide blinds
are crafted from flat fabric panels attached to a simple head rail
track system that uses glider mounted carriers, making it light and
easy to operate.

Fabric is ultra-sonically cut to avoid fraying and we
only use Australian made fabrics for the best results.
This product is not yet available with Remote control
or battery operated, but we hope this will change in
the future.

